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The Statute and its
Exceptions
Whoever invents or discovers any new and
useful process, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter, or any new and
useful improvement thereof, may obtain a
patent therefor, subject to the conditions
and requirements of this title
EXCEPT (according to the courts)
Natural law
Natural product
Abstract idea
6

Supreme Court 101Trifecta
• Mayo Collaborative Servs. v.
Prometheus Labs., Inc., 132 S. Ct.
1289 (2012).
• Ass'n for Molecular Pathology v.
Myriad Genetics, Inc., 133 S. Ct.
2107 (2013).
• Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank
Int'l, 134 S. Ct. 2347 (2014).
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Mayo: Where’s the Inventive Concept
• Inventive concept was only natural law
natural law was the correlation of the
metabolite level and the toxicity
• Nothing new to add anything significant to
the Inventive Concept
determining step was not specified,
standard diagnostic method steps
• An application of a law of nature is
patentable: e.g. Diehr

process transformed or reduced to a
different state or thing: new steps or
new result
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Myriad: Patent System as Gatekeeper
• DNA is a product of nature
claimed product did not differ in
sequence: basic tools
• Separation of or locating a gene from
surrounding genetic material is not
sufficient for patentability
Identify markedly different
characteristics: cDNA
(Chakrabarty vs. Funk Bros.)
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Alice: Basic Tools of Business
• Two step process:
1) is the claim directed to an
exception;
2) does it add enough
additional content (inventive
concept) to render the exception
patentable
• Additional content-(102/103)
technology/new steps or
features
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Post Alice Cases
In re BRCA1- & BRCA2-Based Hereditary Cancer
Test Patent Litig. v. Ambry Genetics Corp., 774
F.3d 755 (Fed. Cir. 2014).
Ariosa Diagnostics, Inc. v. Sequenom, Inc., No. 141139 (Fed. Cir. argued Nov. 7, 2014).
Genetic Techs. Ltd. v. Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.,
Nos. 12-394, -396, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 154443
(D. Del. Oct. 30, 2014), appeal docketed, No. 151203 (Fed. Cir. Dec. 18, 2014).
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Ambry
• Synthetic as a distinction did not prevail
• Primers not patent eligible because they
have the same sequences and same function
• Structural difference for primers
• Methods claims comparing step too broad
and not tied to a purpose or specific
mutations
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Sequenom
• Inventive concept is that you can find
small amounts of the fetal DNA in
blood by detecting the small amount
of father’s genetic info
• Conventional steps:Uses basic PCR
• 102/103 analysis:IPR found several
claims invalid on the art based on the
construction of “detecting” using
inherent anticipation
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Genetic Technologies
• Inventive Concept:
Claims to methods of amplifying
and analyzing correlations
between introns and exons
characterized as natural
correlation
• Conventional method steps
• Not patent eligible
14

101 Lessons
• Identify an exception
natural law, product, or abstract idea
definition?
• Compare application of the natural law,
product or abstract idea to find differences
• Inventive Concept (102/103):
new steps, new result, new
technology, new characteristics
• Preemption: Are there alternatives
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Challenges for All: Boundaries
• Definitions of the natural product,
law, or abstract idea are not clear
Where does the activity take place
Is it derived from a natural source
Does it differ in structure/function
Is it known or obvious
Is it a basic tool:
DNA sequence, metabolism of a drug,
hedging risk, comparison of DNA sequences
not tied to a specific use or specific changes
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Challenges for All: Apples to Apples
• Compare application of natural product,
natural law, abstract idea
What is the application?
specific steps, new technology, new
result, new combination, means plus
function
What do you compare it to?
structure to structure (DNA and primers)
prior art
nature
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Challenges for All: Significant Differences
• Inventive concept:102/103 analysis
combination of ordered steps, combination of
products or product that lends new features,
changes in structure, specifically identified
changes that are tied to a purpose(genetic
mutations), means or structure plus function
• Not found Inventive:
primers, methods of comparing sequences not
tied to a purpose or a specific set of mutations,
identification of a dosage, a method of hedging
risk
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PTO Guidance
• March 2014: multifactorial test,
expansively applied
• Recent Guidance December 2014
• Came out before Ambry decision
• Examiners are not trained
• Public forum held Jan. 21, 2015
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PTO Guidance December 2014
• Examiners use broadest reasonable
interpretation
• Interpret claim as a whole
• Is the claim directed to a process,
machine, manufacture or composition
of matter
• Is the claim directed to a natural law, a
natural phenomenon, or abstract idea
• Does the claim have elements that
amount to significantly more
20

Interpretation of “Directed to”
• Means the exception is recited in the
claim
• If the invention is based on the
exception but the exception is not
recited in the claim this is patent
eligible subject matter
• For natural products, whether a claim
is directed to a product of nature
involves comparing to the natural
product in its natural state
21

Markedly Different Characteristics
• Structural Differences:
fusions of natural products with other
compounds or combining two natural
products that do not occur together in
nature
• Functional differences:
formulations that provide enhanced half
life or sustained release, decreased
aggregation
• Properties:
Inherency
22

Significantly More
• 102/103

New technology
Different field of use
Improving hardware
Specific machine
Machine or transformation test
Adding a specific limitation
that is not conventional
23

Examples: Chemical Comp
• A combination of three different
naturally occurring compounds that
have a new property: use markedly
different test
• Combinations or Formulations that
have some natural and some non
natural components: claim not
directed to natural product
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Examples: Pharma compound
• Antibiotic-different crystal structure or
altered structure that can provide change in
function-half life, immunogenicity,
solubility: markedly different
• Product by process claim-look at
differences in structure implied by stepschange in glycosylation: markedly different
• Methods of treatment not directed to an
exception just subject to preemption
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Example: Altered Protein
• Structural differences:
crystal structure
glycosylation
amino acid sequence
markedly different
• Product by process:
markedly different
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Examples: Altered Bacteria
• Structural, functional changes:
genetically engineered microorganism
having heterologous DNA
markedly different
• Mixtures of Naturally Occurring
Not markedly different if not changed
BUT
Examiner must show the mixture exists
in nature, mere possibility not enough
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Examples: Nucleic Acids
• Non naturally occurring change:
markedly different
• Adding a tag or label:
markedly different
• Vector:
markedly different
• cDNA:
markedly different
28

Examples: Antibodies
• Change structure in FR, Fc regions
markedly different
• Antibodies claimed by CDRs:
depends
Examiner must show actual
existence not probable
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Examples: Stem Cells
• Mixtures that are identical phenotypically
and/or genotypically to naturally occurring
cellsnot markedly different
• Cells with new marker
markedly different
• Ratio of different markers differing from
naturally occurring:
markedly different
• Combination of cells with another unique
component:
markedly different
30

Examples: Food
• Mixture of two naturally occurring
bacteria have different properties
with regard to fermentation of milk:
markedly different
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Pending Applications
• Argue that the claim is not directed
to a natural product or law
method of treatment (limited by
preemption)
combinations or formulations
with natural and non natural
components with different
function or property
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Pending Applications
• Argue markedly different
structural change

crystal structure with different function
glycosylation/post translational
Label or tag
combination with heterologous sequence
combination with new property
combination that does not occur together
product by process if structure can be
assumed
Examiner must establish identical structure in
nature-not possibility
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Pending Applications
• Argue significantly more :102/103
add a unique step
new technology (CRISPR)
change in hardware
ordered combination of steps
identify unexpected results and
put in the feature that leads to
these results
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Pending Applications
• Methods of Diagnosis:
identify a small subset
specific mutations in the
claim (most common or most
impactful)
use labelled primers
include specific analytical
method
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Pending applications
• Still uncertain
• Examiners not yet trained:
Interview
• No guidance on methods of
screening/diagnostic because of
case law- file continuation
applications
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New applications
• Search what is known in the art so
you can know how to characterize the
natural product in its natural state in
background so you can distinguish
• Build in variants that have at least
one change
• Describe any post translation or
glycosylation changes based on
production in a cell type. Include
product by process claims
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New applications
• Describe conjugates- molecules
tagged with a label or purification
tag
• Describe compositions and
formulations-highlight new
functions or properties based on
components of composition or
formulation
• Describe vectors and host cells
38

New applications
• Describe method of treatment
claims
• Build the case for 102/103 and
include any unexpected results
• Tie unexpected results to a
structural and/or functional
feature if you can
• Consider negative disclaimers
• Trade secrets
39

Thanks for your time
Kathy Kowalchyk
612.371.5311
KKowalchyk@merchantgould.com
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Patent Eligibility
35 USC §101
Claim Strategies
Denise M. Kettelberger
February 12, 2015
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Laws of Nature
" The State of Nature has a Law of Nature to govern it,
which obliges every one: And Reason, which is that
Law, teaches all Mankind, who will but consult it, that
being all equal and independent, no one ought to harm
another in his Life, Health, Liberty, or Possessions.”
[John Locke, The Second Treatise of Civil Government, §6]
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101 Jargon
 Judicial

exceptions
 Inventive concept
 Abstract Ideas
 Law of Nature
 Claim as a whole
 Conventional Pre or
Post Solution Activity
 Mere information
 Pre-emption

 Markedly

different
 Significantly more
 Something else
 Directed to
 Insignificant
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The name of the game is the claim!
1. A method for identifying a mutant BRCA2
nucleotide sequence in a suspected mutant BRCA2
allele which comprises comparing the nucleotide
sequence of the suspected mutant BRCA2 allele
with the wild-type BRCA2 nucleotide sequence,
wherein a difference between the suspected mutant
and the wild-type sequences identifies a mutant
BRCA2 nucleotide sequence.
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The name of the game is the claim!
1. A method for identifying a mutant BRCA2
nucleotide sequence in a suspected mutant BRCA2
allele which comprises comparing the nucleotide
sequence of the suspected mutant BRCA2 allele
with the wild-type BRCA2 nucleotide sequence,
wherein a difference between the suspected mutant
and the wild-type sequences identifies a mutant
BRCA2 nucleotide sequence.
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Ariosa Diagnostics, Inc. v. Sequenom
FC 2013 – awaiting final outcome
A method for detecting a paternally inherited
nucleic acid of fetal origin performed on a
maternal serum or plasma sample from a
pregnant female, which method comprises
amplifying a paternally inherited nucleic acid
from the serum or plasma sample and detecting
the presence of a paternally inherited nucleic
acid of fetal origin in the sample.
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Inventive Concept?
Looking at the claims themselves … where is the
“inventive concept” within the claims?
Show me in the claim limitations the “inventive
concept” ….
The presence of paternal DNA in the fetal sample is
a natural phenomenon, and the activities that are
used to detect are conventional, so where is the
inventive concept?
Judge Reyna (Oral hearing, Fed Cir 2013)
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Where Mayo and Alice lead….
Once you recognize that [there is paternally
inherited information in the sample] then there’s
nothing beyond that other than applying
conventional techniques to go find it
… I’m not saying that shouldn’t be rewarded
with a patent, but I’m living under a regime set
by the Supreme Court.
Judge Linn, Fed Cir
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Judicial questions?
“When we engage in a section 101 analysis …
are we restricted to the claim language and the
claims, or can we look at the patent as a whole–
the written description and the claims …?”
Fed Cir panel
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Claims -Back to Basics
 101
 112

 112
 112
 102
 103

Useful
Definite, Clear
Described
Enabled
Novel
Not Obvious

 Real


world use

Detailed explanations

 Scope




of the claim

Exemplify embodiments
Change, use, make it
Don’t overclaim
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Claim the Product(s)
1. A kit, comprising:
a) a biosensor chip comprising multiple
electronic sensors;
b) a series of biomarkers disposed on said
chip and designed to bind one of a
normal or mutant polypeptide diagnostic
of disease X;
c) a biochemical marker associated with
each biomarker and designed to
generate an electrical signal on binding
of said normal or mutant polypeptide;
d) a detector device to receive said
generated electrical signal and display
results of said binding.







Products - not laws of nature;
Tangible items
Definite claims
Clearly understood
Details in specification
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Claims for Personalized Medicine
2. A therapeutic composition for
treating disease Z, said composition
comprising drug G, said drug G
demonstrating efficacy against said
disease in patients testing positive for
biomarker Z.
3.A method for treating disease Z,
comprising administering drug G to a
subject testing positive for biomarker Z,
said biomarker indicative of expected
efficacy of disease Z.
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Peptides,, Proteins, Antibodies,
RNA, DNA, Artificial, Native
4x. A double-stranded RNAi
agent capable of inhibiting the
expression of a target gene,
comprising a sense strand and
an antisense strand, each
strand having 12 to 30
nucleotides, wherein the
duplex comprises at least one
xylo-modified or 3 '-modified
moiety.
PCT/US2013/053346






Artificial modifications
Add to active molecule
Enough?
Tie to improved function
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USPTO Examples – Law of Nature
5. Gunpowder comprising:
an intimate, finely-ground
mixture of of 75% potassium
nitrate, 15% charcoal, and
10% sulfur.
Eligible: No counterpart for
comparison, so compared to
individual components in
nature. None are explosive.

6. Firework comprising:
a sparking composition;
calcium chloride, the
gunpowder of claim 5, a
cardboard body having 1st
compartment containing the
sparking composition and
calcium chloride; and 2nd
compartment containing the
gunpowder; a plastic ignition
fuse having one end extending
into the second compartment
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USPTO -Abstract Idea
7. Computer implemented
method for protecting a
computer [from malware];
receiving communication;
(lots of parts recited)
Storing in sector of memory;
Extracting via file parsing the
malicious code; scanning,
flagging, create new data
file; transfer to sanitized file;
deleting all data in
quarrantine sector.







Purpose in the claim;
Includes software, but
is directed to physically
removing malware
Specific storage and
manipulation steps
Not like Alice
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USPTO - Sequences
8. Isolated nucleic acid
comprising SEQ ID NO: 1.


9. Isolated nucleic acid
comprising sequence
having at least 90% identity
to SEQ ID NO: 1 and
contains one NA
modification.






10… label
11. Vector comprising…



Nature based products
Markedly different?
8 = ineligible same as in
nature – not different
9 = eligible NA
sequences changed
10 = eligible
Changed the natural
product to artificial
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USPTO- Cells
12. Isolated, man made
human pacemaker cell.
13. cell expressing marker B.
14. Population of cells 15%
positive for marker B, 85% T.







15. Cells in 3D scaffold

Ineligible without change;
Eligible change not native
Outside native state exp.
B
Mixture natural/non
natural is eligible
Scaffold not enough
(unless induces change)
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Wrap-Up
 Back

to basics
 Simple claiming
 Clear, Definite
 Artificial elements
 Some change
 Sufficiently different
 Claim products
 Method of product









Same issues /technologies
Examiner must analyze
Require showing facts
Argue all similarities to
positive case law, PTAB,
and examples
Push cases to Fed Circuit
to provide balance
Potential for legislation

Patent Eligibility
35 USC §101
Claim Strategies
Denise M. Kettelberger
617-443-9292, ext 324
dkettelberger@sunsteinlaw.com
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HOW TO PRACTICE PATENT
LAW AFTER ALICE

Charles
Bieneman
BEJIN BIENEMAN PLC

Februar y 1 2, 2015

AGENDA

I.

The Law of 35 U.S.C. § 101

II. Alice in the Lower Courts

III. Alice at the USPTO
IV. Patent Practice Following Alice
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I. The Law of 35 U.S.C. § 101.
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PATENT LAW 101 (AS JUDICIALLY MODIFIED)



Inventions patentable. Whoever invents or discovers
any new and useful process, machine, manufacture,
or composition of matter, or any new and useful
improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor,
subject to the conditions and requirements of this
title, so long as the claimed invention (1) is not an
abstract idea or law nature without (2) significantly
more.


35 U.S.C. § 101 (as modified by the courts).
63

WHAT’S LEFT AFTER ALICE


Mechanical, electrical, and chemical inventions.
 The vast majority of what you have always understood to be

patent-eligible still is.


A lot of software. E.g.:
 Software that improves technical efficiency (make a machine

bigger, faster, stronger, better).
 Some Internet inventions (can’t be able to practice without the
Internet).

64

BILSKI: IT’S (SORT OF) UNANIMOUS


Claims were directed to hedging risk in commodities trading: “[a]
method for managing the consumption risk costs of a commodity sold
by a commodity provider at a fixed price.”
 Claims did not explicitly recite any use of a machine.



Supreme Court: the test for patent eligibility is whether claims
recite an “abstract idea.”
 Fed. Cir. was wrong that machine-or-transformation test was THE

exclusive test; can be an “important clue” to patent eligibility



No majority opinion, but all justices agreed that Bilski’s
claims were unpatentable.



Four members of the Court, joining Justice Steven’s opinion,
thought that business methods were per se unpatentable.
65

NOW IT’S UNANIMOUS: MAYO V.
PROMETHEUS


Important to software patents because it articulated
the two-part test.



Newly discovered law of nature is unpatentable.



Applying a law of nature is not patentable if the
application uses only known techniques known in the
art.
 So to show “significantly more,” you need to identify a claim

element that covers novel and non-obvious subject matter.
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ALICE REALLY MAKES IT UNANIMOUS


Claims of 4 patents directed to “financial matters and risk
management,” i.e., reducing “counterparty” or “settlement” risk
following a trade in a trading system, unanimously held patent ineligible.
 Included system, computer, and method claims (unlike Bilski).



Came to the S. Ct. after Fed. Cir panel reversed the dist. ct., and
divided en banc Fed. Cir. reversed the panel.



Majority again declined to hold business methods per se
unpatentable (which Justice Sotomayer would have done).



Cited Mayo for the “abstract idea” test: (1) are the patent claims
drawn to an abstract idea and, (2) if so, is there anything else in
the claims as an inventive concept that is “significantly more”
than the ineligible abstract idea?
67

A COMPUTER WILL NO LONGER SAVE THE
CLAIM


“We hold that the claims at issue are drawn to the abstract
idea of intermediated settlement, and that merely requiring
generic computer implementation fails to transform that
abstract idea into a patent -eligible invention.”



Letting patentability hinge on recitation of a computer “would
make the determination of patent eligibility ‘depend simply
on the draftsman’s art.’”



After Bilski, USPTO would typically withdraw 101 rejections
upon amendments to recite “in a machine.”
 Now even at the PTO the computer is increasingly irrelevant to

patent-eligibility.
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WHAT IS AN ABSTRACT IDEA?



Alice Court refused to explain: “We need not
labor to delimit the precise contours of the
‘abstract ideas’ category in this case.”



Examples:
 fundamental/longstanding economic practices
 certain methods of organizing human activity
 an idea of itself
 mathematical relationships/formulas
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WHAT IS “SIGNIFICANTLY MORE?”


Improving another technology or technical field –
e.g., Diamond v. Diehr (mathematical equation to
determine when to open a rubber-molding press,
thereby solving a practical technological problem).



Improving the functioning of the computer itself.



Meaningful limitations beyond generally
implementing the abstract idea via a computer (or
some other technology).
 Can a manual process be the “significantly more?”



Can’t be “significantly more” if found in prior art.
70

III. Alice in the Lower Courts.
(Or, Not Going Down the Rabbit Hole)
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POST-ALICE SCORE AT THE FED. CIR IS 6-1


Digitec h Image Techs., LLC v. Elecs. for Imaging, Inc. (July 11 , 2014) –
device profile including “both spatial proper ties and color proper ties of an
imaging device.”



Planet Bingo, LLC v. VKGS LLC (Aug. 26, 2014) – managing the game of
bingo “consists solely of mental steps which can be carried out by a human
using pen and paper.”



Buysafe , Inc. v. Google Inc. (Sept. 3, 2014) – “providing a guaranty ser vice
for online transactions”



BRCA1- & BRCA2-Ba sed Hereditar y Cancer Test Patent Litig. v. Ambr y
Genetic s Corp. (Dec. 17, 2014) – claimed compositi ons were “structurally
identical to the ends of DNA strands found in nature.”



Content Extraction & Transmission Llc v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A . (Fed. Cir.
Dec. 23, 2014) – claims for extracting and storing data from a scanned
image, e.g., using sof tware in an ATM machine, “are drawn to the basic
concept of data recognition and storage.”



Ultramerc ial , Inc. v. Hulu, LLC (Nov. 14, 2014) – “method for distribution of
products over the Internet via a facilitator,” i.e., to monetize content .
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ULTRAMERCIAL:
THE THIRD TIME’S THE CHARM


“The process [steps] of receiving copyrighted media,
selecting an ad, offering the media in exchange for
watching the selected ad, displaying the ad, allowing
the consumer access to the media, and receiving
payment from the sponsor of the ad all describe an
abstract idea, devoid of a concrete or tangible
application.”



“[T]he claims simply instruct the practitioner to
implement the abstract idea with routine,
conventional activity. None of these eleven individual
steps . . . transform the nature of the claim into
patent-eligible subject matter.”
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ULTRAMERCIAL: JUDGE MAYER CONCURS


“I agree that the claims . . . are ineligible for a patent, but
write separately to emphasize three points.”
 First, whether claims meet the demands of 35 U.S.C. § 101 is a

threshold question, one that most be addressed at the outset of
litigation.
 Second, no presumption of eligibility attends the section 101 inquiry.

 Third, [Alice], for all intents and purposes, set[s] out a technological

arts test for patent eligibility.
 “Because the purported inventive concept in Ultramercial’s asserted
claims is an entrepreneurial rather than a technological one, they fall
outside section 101.”


Legally wrong but often practically correct?
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DDS HOLDINGS (DEC. 5, 2014)
(OR, HOLY ONE-EIGHT Y, BATMAN!)


Patent claims at issue were directed to managing the look and feel of web
pages to provide “store within a store” functionality to product pages.



Majority (Judges Chen and Wallach) didn’t fully reach abstract idea
question; the claims addressed a problem with no analog in the bricks -andmor tar world.
 Problem was “retaining website visitors that, if adhering to the routine, conventional

functioning of Internet hyperlink protocol, would be instantly transported away from a
host’s website after ‘clicking’ on an advertisement and activating a hyperlink.”
 Judge Mayer: claimed abstract idea is “that an online merchant’s sales can be

increased if two web pages have the same “look and feel” —and apply that concept
using a generic computer;” i.e., “store within a store” applied to the Internet.


Judge Chen: Ultramerc ial claims “broadly and generically claim ‘use of the
Internet,’” whereas DDS Holdings claims “how interactions with the
Internet are manipulated to yield a desired result —a result that overrides
the routine and conventi onal sequence of events ordinarily triggered by the
click of a hyperlink .”
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ALICE IS BIG IN THE DISTRICT COURTS



~50 post-Alice Section 101 patent-eligibility
decisions in the district courts, running about 3 -1
against.*



Before claim construction – Rule 12
 12(b)(6) – failure to state a claim.
 12(c) – judgment on the pleadings.



Before or after claim construction – Rule 56

*See Robert Sachs, A Survey Of Patent Invalidations Since Alice, IPLaw360, Jan. 13, 2015.
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EXTREME CHANGE IN THE WEATHER
(RULE 12 MOTION GRANTED)
McRo, Inc. v. Codemaster s Inc. (C.D. Cal. Sept. 22, 2014).


Granted Rule 1 2(c) motion where claims were directed to a method for
automatically per forming lip and facial expression synchroniz ati on for
animated character s to provide a more natural correspondence between
the animated character s and recorded sounds.



Notably, Judge Wu rejected the defendant’s arguments “that the patents
cover the mere idea of using rules for three -dimensional lip
synchronization, without requiring specific content for those rules;” the
claims each covered a specific “approach to automated three -dimensional
computer animation.”



BUT: once the cour t, analyzing the claims element -by -el ement, stripped
away prior ar t methods admitted in the patents, what was lef t was an
unpatentable abstract idea: “what the claim adds to the prior ar t is the use
of rules, rather than ar tists, to set the morph waits and transitions
between phonemes.”



Judge Wu quotes Bob Dylan: “A change in the weather has known to be
extreme.” (“You’re a Big Girl Now” from Blood on the Tracks. )
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MORE CHANGES IN THE WEATHER
(RULE 12 AND 56 MOTIONS GRANTED)


Tu x i s Te c h s . v . A m a z o n ( D . D e l . S e p t . 3 , 2 0 1 4 ) . M o t i o n t o d i s m i s s g r a n t e d : c l a i m s d i r e c t e d t o
an e-commerce method of upselling recited an unpatentable abstract idea.



E c l i p s e I P L L C v . M c K i n l ey E q u i p . C o r p . ( C . D . C a l . S e p t . 4 , 2 0 1 4 ) . M o t i o n t o d i s m i s s g r a n t e d :
motion was ripe before claim construction; claims directed to a computer -implemented
method of managing communications related to people per forming tasks were patent ineligible.



Digital v. Google, Inc. (D. Del. Sept. 3 , 2 014). Summar y judgment granted: c laims for
allowing anonymous communications, were directed to methods that human job headhunters
had been manually performing for years.



Ever y Penny Counts v. Wells Fa r go Ba nk N.A . (M.D. Fla Sept. 1 1 , 2 014). Summar y judgment
granted where patent claims were drawn to “the concept of routinely modifying transaction
amounts and depositing the designated, incremental dif ferences into a recipient account,”
“a technique known from antiquity in which a small saving on many occasions accumulates
into a large saving.”



D i e t G o a l I n n o v a t i o n s L L C v . B r a v o M e d i a L L C ( S . D . N . Y. J u l y 8 , 2 0 1 4 ) . S u m m a r y j u d g m e n t
granted: claims were directed to a computerized meal planning system.



C o m c a s t I P H o l d i n g s I , L L C v . S p r i n t C o m m u n s . C o . L . P. ( D . D e l . J u l y 1 6 , 2 0 1 4 . ) S u m m a r y
judgment granted: claims were directed to receiving a user input to optimize a telephony
network were held not patent -eligible.
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UNCERTAIN FORECAST
(RULE 12(B)(6) MOTIONS DENIED)


C a r d Ve r i f i c a t i o n S o l u t i o n s , L LC v. C i t i g r o u p I n c . ( N . D . I l l . S e p t . 2 9 , 2 01 4 ) .
 Claims recited methods such as “giving verification information for a transaction between an

initiating party and a verification -seeking party, the verification information being given by a third,
verifying party, based on confidential information in the possession of the initiating party.”
 “[T]he claims are drawn to the concept of verifying transaction information,” which was a
fundamental economic practice, and therefore an “abstract idea.”
 But: “an entirely plausible interpretation of the claims include a limitation requiring pseudorandom
tag generating sof tware that could not be done with pen and paper.”
 The defendant was free to revive its argument “af ter discovery and claim construction.”


D a t a D i s t r i b . Te c h s ., L LC v. B r e r A f f i l i a te s , I n c . ( D . N . J . A u g . 1 9 , 2 01 4 ) . C l a i ms w e r e
d i r ec te d to a n o n l i n e s y s te m f o r m a n a g i n g u s e r r e c o r d s ( e . g . , a n o n l i n e r e a l e s t a te
l i s t in g s s y s tem ) .
 “Given the density of the ‘908 Patent with its 100 claims, the statutory presumption of validity, the

“clear and convincing” evidentiary burden, and the lack of Plaintif f’s proposed constructions or any
agreement about claim construction, the Court finds it is advisable to postpone adjudication of the
‘908 Patent’s eligibility.”
 The patent claims were directed to an abstract idea of database management.
 “It is questionable whether the ‘908 Patent can satisfy this [inventive concept prong of the two -part]
test, but it is plausible that, af ter claim construction, Plaintif f may be able to [do so]. It is clear at
this time, however, that many of Plaintif f’s arguments are meritless and will be rejected to
streamline future abstractness arguments.
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SUMMARY JUDGMENT DENIED
Autoform Eng’g. Gmbh v. Eng’g. Tech. R. Steven Whalen Assocs.,
(E.D. Mich. Sept. 5, 2014) (Tarnow, J.)


Two patents-in-suit related to designing and manufacturing sheet
metal parts and tools.



Machine-or-transformation test NOT satisfied for one patent
pertaining “to the method of the design of addendum surfaces,
rather than the literal and physical transformation of an article.”



However, even though the patents “may include or rely on some
basic concepts in the design of sheet metal forming tools, the
patents also include numerous limitations that narrow the scope
of the patent.
 Ten specific limitations related to sheet metal geometry.
 Cites Ultramercial II: Is this case different from Ultramercial IIII, which

came two months later? (I think it is.)
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III. Alice at the USPTO.

81

THE PTAB: CBM



CBM is available to “the per son or the per son's real par ty in interest
or privy [who] has been sued for infringement of the [CBM] patent or
has been charged with infringement under that patent.”
 “[T]he term ‘covered business method patent’ means a patent that claims a method or

corresponding apparatus for performing data processing or other operations used in
the practice, administration, or management of a financial product or service, except
that the term does not include patents for technological inventions.”



Two steps: (1) Decision to Institute, and (2) Final Decision.
 28 institutions, final decisions running 8 -2 in favor of invalidity.*



Stay of District Cour t litigation not automatic, but likely.
 See, e.g., Benefit Funding Systems, LLC v. Advance America Cash Advance Centers,

Inc., (Fed. Cir. Sept. 25, 2014).

*See Robert Sachs, A Survey Of Patent Invalidations Since Alice, IPLaw360, Jan. 13, 2015.
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THE PTAB AND EX PARTE APPEALS



Dating back to the BPAI, not uncommon for
the Board to institute a new ground of
rejection under Section 101.



CBM proceedings give a hint as to how the
PTAB generally will decide 101 issues.



PTAB is unlikely to reverse on 101 grounds.
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ALICE AND THE EXAMINING CORPS


New “Interim Guidance” published Dec. 16 mostly regurgitates the
case law.



Business methods ar t units are rejecting almost ever ything.
 An examiner told me that, of 50 cases he’d had since Alice, 46 were rejected under

101. (He expects to be unemployed in a few years.)
 Allowances and issuances in business method art units have “dramatically plummeted
from about 47 percent pre-Alice to about 3.6 percent post-Alice.”*


But other are inconsistent; some seem to be business -as-usual.
 Interview to learn what standards and process the examiner will follow in your

individual case.
 But trend seems to be toward more rejections.


We are just at the beginning of the USPTO’s post - Alice practice.

*See Robert Sachs, A Survey Of Patent Invalidations Since Alice, IPLaw360, Jan. 13, 2015.
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IV. Patent Practice Following Alice.
(So, what now?)
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TO PATENT OR NOT TO PATENT


USPTO examination under § 101 varies widely.



USPTO, PTAB, and Fed. Court approaches all dif fer.
 An issued patent may receive very different treatment after issuance

than it did during examination.
 So you need to consider patentability at the PTO during examination

as well as likely subsequent treatment.


§ 101 law is still evolving – what to do with IP in the grey area
in the meantime?
 Copyright or trade secret?
 Perfect patent filings now in hopes (or in case) the pendulum will

swing back in the future?
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BE MORE TECHNICAL


Think “technical ef fect” (EPO) or “technological ar ts” (Mayer).



Detailed implementation examples and detailed drawings; tr y to reply
less on broadly functional, “black box” drawings and descriptions.



Change your draf ting practices:
 Identify your own “inventive concept” to provide subject matter that is

“significantly more” than an abstract idea.
 Categorize the invention in claim preambles (which have been used by judges in
many 101 cases).
 Avoid functional language and non-technical terms like “advertising,” “payment,”
or transaction.”
 Use terms known to be technical rather than being your own lexicographer.
 Controller, manager, processor, etc. can be good terms to use but ONLY if they are
described in some technical detail.


Identify what narrows any “abstract idea” over the prior ar t.
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PROSECUTION AT THE USPTO



Interview



Argue non-abstractedness flows from elements not
taught or suggested by the prior art.



Be prepared to appeal.
 PTAB may not be receptive, but no option if you have cleared

all prior art rejections.


Caveat: some subject matter is unlikely to survive, no
matter how presented.
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CONCLUSIONS


Alice truly does change the game under 35 U.S.C. § 101 .
 Significantly more predictability (yes, a gray area remains).
 Hint: for business methods, don’t think too hard.
 PTO appears to be significantly changing examining practice.
 However, software patents are NOT dead.
 But “implemented in a computer” is now a useless limitation .



Claims are now analyzed piece -meal, not “as a whole.”
 Look for a particular claim element to confer patentability.
 Prior art and subject matter patentability often rest on the same claim elements.



Cour ts and the PTAB have embraced Alice.
 Will the overall U.S. patent docket be affected? (Bad news for NPEs.)



Risk areas:
 Disparities in reasoning between examiners, the PTAB and the courts.
 Unpredictability remains for many software inventions.
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